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2050 African Union Summit

Uzugwu City

**Most of these delegates have been born already



1. Population growth

2. Urbanisation

3. Resources stress

4. New technology

5. Economic empowerment

6. Rise of individualism vs 
community

2050 AU Summit Agenda: The mega-trends shaping Africa



 Africa’s population will 
increase by 101%, from 
1.26 billion to 2.53 billion

 1.3 billion will live in urban 
areas (currently 500mn –
60% in slums)

 700mn more people in 
urban areas – mostly in 
cities not yet built

Population & Urbanisation: Now vs. 2050?
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2050 National Priorities

Public 
Health

Food 
Security

Energy Waste

Transport



 Forest loss: 50 football 
fields/minute lost today 
for agriculture. 2050 will 
be urbanisation

 Top hotspots in Africa: 
Congo Basin, East and 
West Africa

 Impacts: biodiversity loss, 
climate change, culture, 
connection to nature

Resources stress: Now vs. 2050?



 Ocean plastics: by 2050, 
there will be as much 
plastic in the sea as fish

 “Every piece of plastic ever 
made is still around”

 Impacts: 100K marine 
mammals killed in , 
consumed by seafood, 
returns to food chain

Resources stress: Now vs. 2050?



 Fruit and vegetable agriculture 
quality and yields affected

 Droughts, famines and conflict 
could displace communities

 New technologies (incl. 
renewables and EV) take off

 Oil-based economies hit

 Reduction of deforestation for 
wood fuel

Resources stress: Now vs. 2050?



1. What are the issues?

2. Which must we address now?

3. Who has expertise (issues; solutions; cost)?

4. Who is best placed to lead the charge?

5. What are the benefits?

6. What could be the obstacles?

7. Which other voices are influential?

8. How can we stimulate action?

Building tomorrow’s environment: Steps to action



Case study: Greenpeace UK action on Transport

 Transport accounts for 14% of global GHG 
emissions.

 Source of other particulate pollutants

 Government and industry best placed

 Environmental and health experts/benefits

 Obstacles: Cost, infrastructure, technology, 
inertia

 Influential voices: citizens, health experts, 
businesses, consumers

UK Carbon Emissions 
(2012)



 Build a coalition of stakeholders

 Launch campaign to communicate impact

 Let others lead the argument

 Start popular movement

 Celebrate the benefits

 Concrete solution: Electric Vehicles

Transport case study



 In 2017, UK government 
announces EV bill

 Major car manufacturers 
announce phase-out date for 
diesel cars

 UK fuel retailers plan for EV 
charging network

 Now central to air pollution plan

Transport case study



Preparation for 2050 delegates and their civil servants



1. We must create the future we wish to see!

2. The natural world is not a foe to be conquered

3. Every action we take adds up to a huge impact

4. Our population and technology have tipped 
the balance into humanity’s “teenage years”

5. Fall in love with our planet

Environmental Consciousness


